Pore blocking mechanisms during early stages of membrane fouling by colloids.
A method based on a simple linear regression fitting was proposed and used to determine the type, the chronological sequence, and the relative importance of individual fouling mechanisms in experiments on the dead-end filtration of colloidal suspensions with membranes ranging from loose ultrafiltration (UF) to nanofiltration (NF) to non-porous reverse osmosis (RO). For all membranes, flux decline was consistent with one or more pore blocking mechanisms during the earlier stages and with the cake filtration mechanism during the later stages of filtration. For ultrafiltration membranes, pore blocking was identified as the largest contributor to the observed flux decline. The chronological sequence of blocking mechanisms was interpreted to depend on the size distribution and surface density of membrane pores. For salt-rejecting membranes, the flux decline during the earlier stages of filtration was attributed to either intermediate blocking of relatively more permeable areas of the membrane skin, or to the cake filtration in its early transient stages, or a combination of these two mechanisms. The findings emphasize the practical importance of the clear identification of, and differentiation between mechanisms of pore blocking and cake formation as determining the potential for the irreversible fouling of membranes and the efficiency of membrane cleaning.